
Tell your child that you are going to play the tambourine. Ask them to listen and count in their head how many 
times you strike it. Strike it eight times and then ask them to hold up the card that shows exactly how many 
times you struck the tambourine. Then tell them that you are going to wave a flag. Ask them to watch and count 
in their head how many times you wave it. Wave it six times. Ask them to hold up the card that shows one more 
than the number of times you waved the flag.

Now tell your child they are going to do a short quiz with you. If possible, have some family members join in and 
make some deliberate mistakes so that your child can show them the correct answer and have the opportunity 
to explain why their answer is the right one. Explain: I will give out a counter for each correctly performed action 
to each player – you must be careful to do exactly what I ask! Ready?  

Ask your child to use their digit cards to show you:
1) the number that is 1 more than the number of fingers on one hand.
2) the number that is 1 fewer than the number of fingers on both hands.
3) a number that is less than 7 but more than 4.
4) 2 numbers that are more than 5.
5) the numbers that are 1 more and 1 fewer than 6.
6) how old a girl is, if she is a year younger than her 7-year-old brother.
7) how old a boy is now if he was 9 last year.
8) the number that becomes 10 after you add 1 to it.
9) the card with the number 9.
10) the number that is 1 more than 8.
11) a number less than 8.
12) the age of a boy if his sister is 5 and he is 1 year older.

Then ask your child:
13) to count a number of real objects and to clap 1 time less than the number of objects.
14) to count a number of items in a picture and to stamp 1 time more than the number of items.
15) to put their digit cards in correct number order, from 1 to 10. 
16) to jump less than 5 times.

 Set of digit cards from 0 to 
10 (per child) from M29, 
M30, M31 and M32 

 Other family members or 
some teddies/dolls to join 
in the quiz

 16 counters or tokens per 
player

 A picture from a magazine 
or the internet with less 
than 10 items in it 

 A group of less than 10 
objects

 A small flag or something 
similar that you can wave

 A tambourine or other 
percussion instrument

5–10 minutes

CLAP, STAMP, JUMP AND COUNT

Your child can follow your instructions.
Your child can show the correct digit card or do the correct number of actions in answer to most or all requests.
Your child understands the basic number concepts ‘more than’ and ‘fewer than’ for numbers 1 to 10.

To assess your child’s understanding of basic number concepts 
To promote self-regulation – move and stop as required by the task 
To promote self-regulation – show answers rather than call them out 
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